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Proposed EMS Fee Schedule Amendment

No changes are being proposed to the way we bill residents and non-
residents.  We are proposing to change the fees being billed.

Addison will retain ‘Zero Billing’ for residents.  Our EMS fees, combined 
with Zero Billing, helps reduce out of pocket deductibles and co-pays for 
ambulance transports for Addison residents.

Residents’ and non-residents’ private insurance would still pay the 
updated EMS fees.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain Zero Billing.  



Proposed EMS Fee Schedule Amendment
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The proposed fee schedule amendment would:
• Align fees to better match our comparison cities.
• Align fees with those deemed ‘reasonable and customary’ in the

industry.

The current fee schedule was last updated October 2017.



Proposed EMS Fee Schedule Amendment
Addison is unique because:

• 63% of transports are non-residents.
• 37% of transports are residents.
• 37% of payer mix is private insurance.
• 34.8% of payer mix is private pay.

Addison has a very high non-resident to resident transport ratio.

Addison has a high private insurance payer mix and very high 
private pay rate.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• 37% of payer mix is private insurance• 34.8% of payer mix is private payNon-resident to resident transport Payer MixCity                                     Resident                                 Non- ResidentAddison		37%		63%Carrollton 		73%		26%Coppell		63%		36%FB		57%		42%Flower Mound		73%		26%UP		41%		58%



Comparison Cities’ EMS Fees

Resident Non-Resident
ALS $750.00 $1050

ALS-2 $825.00 $1125

BLS $725.00 $950

ALS Disp $300.00 $300

BLS Disp $200.00 $200

O2 $150.00 $150

Mileage $15.00 $15

Balance bill 

Resident Non-Resident
ALS $850 $950

ALS-2 $950 $1050

BLS $750 $850

ALS Disp $400 $400

BLS Disp $200 $200

O2 $150 $150

Mileage $15 $15

Balance bill 

Farmers Branch EMS Fee Schedule Carrollton EMS Fee Schedule
Resident* Non-Resident

ALS $850 $950

ALS-2 $950 $1050

BLS $780 $850

ALS Disp $400 $400

BLS Disp $200 $200

O2 $150 $150

Mileage $15 $15

*Zero Billing for residents

Flower Mound EMS Fee Schedule
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Our comparison cities’ EMS fee schedules are provided in the agenda packet.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that all of the comparison cities data would not fit on screen, so it was provided as an attachment.  



Comparison Cities’ EMS Fees

Resident* Non-Resident
ALS $1,250 $1,250

ALS-2 $1,400 $1,400

BLS $1,000 $1,000

ALS Disp $400 $400

BLS Disp $250 $250

O2 $119 $119

Mileage $15 $15

*Zero Billing for residents

Coppell EMS Fee Schedule Grapevine EMS Fee Schedule
Resident* Non-Resident

ALS $1,600 $1,600

ALS-2 $1,750 $1,750

BLS $1,400 $1,400

ALS Disp $400 $400

BLS Disp $350 $350

O2 $150 $150

Mileage $24 $24

*Zero Billing for residents

Resident Non-Resident
ALS $1,045 $1,394

ALS-2 $1,045 $1,394

BLS $1,045 $1,394
ALS Disp Cost + 50% Cost + 50%
BLS Disp Cost + 50% Cost + 50%

O2 $150 $150

Mileage $15 $15

Balance Bill

Lewisville EMS Fee Schedule
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Our comparison cities’ EMS fee schedules are provided in the agenda packet.



Proposed EMS Fee Schedule Amendment

The proposed fee schedule could generate an additional annual revenue in the range of $23,445 to 
$39,075. 

Resident* Non-Resident
ALS $850 $950

ALS-2 $950 $1050

BLS $750 $850

ALS Disp $400 $400

BLS Disp $200 $200

O2 $150 $150

Mileage $15 $15

*Zero Billing for residents

Current EMS Fee Schedule Proposed EMS Fee 
Schedule Resident* Non-Resident

ALS $1,600 $1,600

ALS-2 $1,750 $1,750

BLS $1,400 $1,400

ALS Disp $400 $400

BLS Disp $350 $350

O2 $150 $150

Mileage $24 $24

*Zero Billing for residents
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The proposed fee schedule was calculated by Emergicon base on resalable and customary rates excepted by Medicare and Medicaid and other major Insurance company’s.    Emergicon take a soft collections approach for non-resident private pay patients with three statements and attempts to contact the patient by phone immediately upon private pay designation.   Discount, Addison does not currently have a discount plan in place for people to take advantage of. The best practice would be to assess non-resident private pay patients some amount, say $500, if they will resolve the bill timely.  This allows us to work with them to quickly resolve the bill and the patients appreciate the consideration.The City also does not go to outside collectionsCoppell also use emergicon and they have the fee schedule as emergicon have proposed to Addison. Addison and Coppell mirror each other with billing practice. The Fire Department Cost per Call = $1,700.19. When the Fire Department makes a transport the cost Per Transport = $1,724.06. The current EMS fee schedule does not cover half of what it cost for us to make a run and or transport a patient. The proposed fee schedule change would help to bring us up to the actual cost and generate additional revenue. 



Proposed EMS Fee Schedule Amendment

QUESTIONS?
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